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narrow a scope. And if a man makes a statement which by implication 
discredits the position of a certain faction, champions of the aff ronted 
faction may present it to their side as having no purpose but this one 
implied result.

VII

What are we after here? We have not been trying to approach the Devices 
pragmatically, as a rhetorical manual for instructing students in their 
use. Rather we aim at an ethical approach to them, a method of medita-
tion or contemplation that should be part of a “way of life.” Insofar as 
all men are in the Scramble, they will at times seek to outwit others, or 
will suff er from outwittings, or may want to expose devices intended for 
outwitting.

But though rhetoric itself is so often words for use in combat, ulti-
mately A Rhetoric of Motives as we conceive it should be useful only in 
the sense that an attitude towards life might be called useful: useful not 
as a device for throwing an enemy, but for purposes of solace and place-
ment, and for the cultivation of mental states that make one less likely 
to be hurt by enemies.

You go to see an old friend, whom you have known since childhood. 
You have fallen on evil days, but he is Prosperity Itself, as you feel 
oppressively, in walking past the Army of Offi  cialdom between the 
switchboard and his offi  ce. He greets you with comfortable aff ability, 
swinging competently in his big swivel chair. You talk for a few moments. 
On some touchy matter you disagree with him. You say so—and to your 
astonishment (maybe even your eyes bulged with astonishment?) he 
rises. With Quiet Dignity, he has indicated that The Interview is Over. 
You leave. As you get to the street, it is raining hard. You stand in 
the entranceway of the building until, collar turned up and shoulders 
hunched, at a partial lull in the storm you dash for the subway.

Now, what are you going to do with that? Are you merely going to 
feel more forlorn than ever? Or are you going to poison your very mar-
row with promises that some day you will get even? Or are you going 
to kick a dog? Or drop into a dismal church and pray? Or walk furi-
ously? Or lie all night wide-eyed? Or get drunk?

You may do a bit of all these things, and many more. But out of the 
confusion you might eventually come to a contemplative act: You might 
look upon the incident as a collector of curios valuing some new fi nd. 
You make a place for it. You classify it. You ask how many other ways 
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there are of Rising in Quiet Dignity to Indicate that the Interview 
is Over. You try to remember what the accompanying gestures were 
(the “imagery”). You wonder whether, in thus rising, your old friend 
was but handing down to you what had, by a superior in the offi  ce 
that very day, been handed down to him (the hierarchic motive, plus 
kicking a dog).

You haven’t lied to yourself. You haven’t turned the other cheek. You 
haven’t tried to persuade yourself that you love the stinker all the more. 
You haven’t made up fantasies of some great table-turning day in the 
future, when you can rise as a sign for him that the interview is over. 
You have not resolved merely to forget the incident. And you have by 
no means taken away all the pain.

But you have moved in the direction of order. You have moved 
towards the satisfaction of placement. An incident that might otherwise 
have been sheer desolation has been transformed into a minor acquisi-
tion. In a non-competitive way, you have increased your empire. Indeed, 
you need not even be embarrassed the next time you meet that same 
friend. For though there will henceforth be a further distance between 
you, you have found a new interest in him that somewhat compensates 
for the loss of earlier intimacy. You are now “collecting” him. You 
watch to see by exactly what other traits of character that unforgettable 
act of his was rounded out. Further, in all fairness, you watch to see 
what traits are directly the opposite of it. In time you discover how you 
had even held the weather against him that day, treating as part of his 
act your standing in the entrance looking at the downpour.

Surely you have been realistic enough. You have not been cynical. 
Even in time you may be just. And you have moved Stoically in the 
direction of order, solace, placement. Such is what we have in mind as 
the ultimate purpose for A Rhetoric of Motives.

Or if Q is returning from a visit, what kind of rhetorically inspirited 
report can be expected? Will it be malicious, to signify his solidarity 
with the home folks? Or sparse, to keep his listeners begging? Or enthu-
siastic, as an implied criticism of local shortcomings, like Tacitus prais-
ing the Germans to strike at the Romans? It becomes a professional 
delight to set up the problems, infer the answer on the basis of what you 
already know about Q’s character, and then check against the actuality. 
Further, Q’s report may not quite fi t any of the categories you have 
listed for it. It may seem more motivated by desire for self-protection 
than by the tactics of appeal, if that is the sort Q is, or if certain images 
and gestures suggest that he is concealing important aspects of the 
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incident. Or though you correctly anticipated his act in general, he gives 
it particular developments that you had not foreseen.

In sum, you recognize the prevalence of the Scramble, while striving 
to surmount agitation by connoisseurship. And above all, you watch for 
the goadings for the hierarchic principle, so near to the ironic roots of 
human relations.

Thus, each hunting season, we speculate: For every rabbit killed 
because somebody is hungry for rabbit, a thousand must die, to patch up 
the bold huntsmen’s ailing egos, suff ering from the severities of ambition. 
Similarly, a friend said: “Once, on a dull day in the fall, the low-hanging 
clouds made it easy to hear the gunshots in all the near valleys. I stood 
on the edge of the woods, watching two ducks that had been shot at, and 
were fl eeing to another pond. I could tell when they arrived, since a bat-
tery of gunfi re went up. Then I saw them again, with their necks strain-
ing, as they hurried into another valley, where again a valiant host met 
them with furious onslaught. Sometimes I could not see them; but I could 
tell by the sounds what pond they had fl own to next. And I fi gured that 
there must have been no less than a battalion of warriors after those two 
bewildered ducks, which could have fl own themselves weary, and no 
matter where they alighted on that fi rst day of hunting season would 
have been met by gunfi re. Then, I thought of some sensitive lady novelist, 
writing out of the memories of her childhood: describing the departure 
for the hunt, the sound of the guns over the hills, the servants, and the 
family relations, and fi nally the return of the father and the brothers with 
the limp-hanging game—the whole thing mixed with the pensive mystery 
of centuries and of the heroine’s aching void (plus perhaps nostalgic sug-
gestions of the glorious days of slavery). And I thought, that’s how one 
might ‘hierarchize’ the forlorn fl ight of those two nameless, homeless 
ducks, dying that transcendence-hungry egos might live.” How little of 
the hunt is stomach-goaded; how much is the crucifying of furry and 
feathery Christs sacrifi ced for the principle of human hierarchy.

But though we make much of the Scramble as a motive of rhetoric 
(scratch an anything and you will fi nd a rhetorician), one would be 
wrong to think that discord gives rise only to discord. If you have 
observed human relations in any institution, such as an offi  ce or school, 
you soon note how the very multiplication of confl icts helps make mat-
ters run more smoothly, by calling forth tolerance and patience. Indeed, 
we might even state as a principle of bureaucracy that only by a great 
multiplication of confl icts cancelling out one another can the continuity 
of an institution be maintained. As new issues arise, people come to 
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discover that their opponents of last week’s issue are with them on this 
week’s, while their allies of this week may be their enemies next. So they 
learn to go easy on one another, expecting alliances to be always some-
what on the bias. Thereby the institution manages to jog along, where 
a clear sustained alignment of forces would have split it as a pick splits 
ice. And the thought suggests at least this much in favor of empires: 
That to succeed, they must be liberal. For concord from discord is the 
counterpart of the divide et impera principle. . . . What we have here 
said, perhaps too lightheartedly, a Spanish proverb says grimly: “Trust 
your friends as though tomorrow they would be enemies, and bitter 
ones.” Or this paragraph might be read as a materialistic gloss on the 
Angelic Doctor’s remarks (Summa; Secunda Secundae; Q. XXIX, A. I: 
Utrum Pax sit idem quod Concordia) where it is written: “Concordia 
importat unionem appetituum diversorum appetentium.” Note also 
how a Romanian proverb, “Kiss the hand you cannot bite,” at once 
exposes and confi rms the hierarchic motive (“order”). And conversely, 
we could say in behalf of some “warmongers,” much show of interna-
tional ill will can arise purely through a disinclination to fi ght (as many 
Roosevelt supporters denounced him at all times but elections).

We could well claim Mark Twain as a source for a rhetoric of per-
sonal devices. His concern with ruses, stratagems, with the lore of gam-
blers, swindlers, and the like, is not so much moralistic as appreciative. 
His businessmen are not merely salesmen, they are orators, spellbind-
ers, preferably given to selling poor stuff  grandiloquently (partly per-
haps because prices were not yet standardized, so that selling was largely 
of a conspiratorial nature, particularly among salesmen on the move; 
and partly because the business motive had not yet triumphed over the 
traditional theological and aristocratic resistances to it, so that fi nancial 
scheming was viewed somewhat in the Balzacian perspective, and in 
keeping with the tone set by those engaged in the vast private plunder-
ing of the public domain). Typically, he quotes this example of spiritu-
alization from “a now forgotten book” describing a “big operator”:

He appears to have been a most dexterous as well as consummate villain. 
When he traveled, his usual disguise was that of an itinerant preacher; and it 
is said that his discourses were very “soul-moving”—interesting the hearers 
so much that they forgot to look after their horses, which were carried away 
by his confederates while he was preaching.

Yet, though such out-and-out rogues as the King and the Duke in 
Huckleberry Finn were forever verbalizing for ulterior purposes, there 
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is a purely epideictic motive in their oratory too. In a sense, they were 
as much lovers of the art as Tom Sawyer (when, supposedly aiding Jim 
to escape, he was actually introducing all sorts of unnecessary interfer-
ences, in accordance with his notions of esthetic propriety). Their 
duplicity was not just for gain, but was rather a kind of simplicity, an 
honest and spontaneous expression of their nature, as genuine as the 
motive of perennially repeated being Gertrude Stein was looking for.

In The Making of Americans Gertrude Stein came close to a system-
atic study of rhetorical devices in personal relations. Towards the end, 
for instance, when discussing how sensitiveness turns into suspicion, 
making a “simple thing” look like a “complicated thing,” she writes:

These then I am now describing who are completely for themselves suspi-
cious ones, who have it in them to have emotion in them become suspicious 
before it is a real emotion of anything for anything about anything in them, 
these have it completely to be certain that every one is doing feeling seeing 
the thing that one is feeling doing seeing believing when such a one is not 
agreeing with them, when such a one is feeling thinking believing doing any-
thing that such a one is doing that thing, for a mean or wicked or jealous or 
stupid or obstinate or cursed or religious reason, it is not a real feeling believ-
ing seeing realizing, that this one having suspicion in him is certain.

She then gives us the paradigm of an anecdote:

One of such a kind of one once liked very well some one and then that one 
forgot to give this one fi ve cents that this one had paid for that one and then 
this one hated that one, had no trust in that one for this one was certain that 
that one knowing that this one was too sensitive to be asking did not think 
it necessary to pay that one, he never could believe that any one forgot such 
a thing. This is an extreme thing of a way of feeling that is common to all of 
these of them.

You will note that, while using what look like the most concrete of 
words, she is here making a very abstract statement. (Few words are on 
a higher level of generalization than “this one” and “that one.”) The fi ve 
cents, also, we may assume to be an idealization. Surely the sorry aff air 
involved at least fi ve dollars. But fi ve cents better gets the spirit of the 
thing. You will also note that her style permits her to make a virtue of 
necessity. For whereas you must ordinarily look for subterfuges that vary 
the wearisome of “this one” vs. “that one,” or that try to make the vari-
ous agents as distinct as possible while still stressing their purely func-
tional signifi cance, her style transforms those very liabilities into assets.

Primarily, however, her concern is not Rhetorical, but what we 
could call Symbolic. For at the point where the purposes of Rhetoric 
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transform simplicity into complicity and duplicity, at the point where 
simplicity becomes complicated by ulterior motives, she is looking 
rather for the ways in which “this one’s” or “that one’s” doing is a 
simple expression of his identity. “Every one has their own being in 
them”—and the agent’s acts are various ways of repeating his simple 
essence, or nature. (An estheticized version of the Leibnizian monadol-
ogy? And with the possibility that the “making of Americans” might be 
universal, insofar as all human natures share a like essence?)

We have previously mentioned on several occasions our reasons for 
believing that Empson’s notions on “pastoral” come under the heading 
of Rhetorical Devices (though, like Stein, with a strong tendency to lose 
the specifi cally Rhetorical motive in the Poetic or Symbolic).

Our own concern with such matters was fi rst embodied throughout 
an early, rhetorically oriented novel, Towards a Better Life. In several 
chapters of that book, we attempted to adapt the style of the “case his-
tory” for purely literary purposes. That is, we had liked the results got by 
condensing human development into a few sentences—and to this end, 
we set up an aphorizing protagonist who, in quasi-essayistic style, here 
and there gave digests of diff erently motivated lives. Sometimes these 
were got by “idealizing” actual incidents or situations, with details omit-
ted, changed, or added to suit the case. Sometimes the observations and 
reminiscences were wholly fi ctitious. But the method had a “whom the 
shoe fi ts” quality about it, as we found on one occasion after the book 
was published. At one point, without conscious memory of any actual 
incident at least, the protagonist wrote of a fi ctitious character: “If his 
companions were walking on the right side of the street and he suggested 
that they walk on the left, and if they crossed to the left because they did 
not care which side of the street they walked on, he took their acquies-
cence as a concession to his authority.” After the book’s publication, a 
charming friend, one of the last men we would suspect of such motives, 
took us aside and said, “That time we were walking on Sixth Avenue, 
and I suggested that we cross the street, I wasn’t trying to be important. 
It was just that the sun was too hot where we were.”

Since we there placed much reliance upon the ironic device we have 
described as a bringing to consciousness by an outraging of conscience, 
our emergent concern with the rhetoric of personal relations is given a 
sinister cast, for purposes of the fi ction, not necessary to the study of 
devices as such. Conventions proper to the form invited us there to treat 
all rhetorically motivated acts as either conspiratorial or compulsive 
(conspiratorial when they were considered as strategies for handling 
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situations, and compulsive when considered as the necessary and inevi-
table expression of the agent’s nature).

Later, we began taking notes on a much more particularized kind of 
device: the manipulations of fi nancial and legalistic symbolism by which 
the dominions of the great modern industrial dynasts were built up. But 
when, in the course of our research, we came upon the report of the so-
called Pujo Investigation undertaken by Congress, we saw that only 
minor and marginal additions to the subject were still to be added. So we 
moved on, as we began speculating about the motivational realm behind 
the realm of business enterprise, the general motives of communication 
that shape human ambition, development, self-justifi cation, and the like 
(Permanence and Change, which we originally thought of calling “Trea-
tise on Communication”). In our next work, Attitudes Toward History, 
we attempted to treat literary genders (tragedy, comedy, satire, etc.) as 
symbolic devices for handling situations in life. The theory of “strategies” 
and “situations” was further generalized in The Philosophy of Literary 
Form, while we began plans for a book On Human Relations, a codify-
ing of purely personal devices, and intended as the rounding-out of our 
concerns in Permanence and Change (a general theory of men’s relation 
to the medium of communication) and Attitudes Toward History (on the 
“comedy” of human association). But, as we have elsewhere noted, we 
found that this intended third volume became a trilogy of its own (all 
based on a methodical concern with the “paradox of substance,” which 
much modern thought was avoiding on the assumption that “substance” 
had been eff ectively outlawed from the best vocabularies).

In our earliest book of criticism, Counter-Statement, notably the sec-
tion entitled “Lexicon Rhetoricae,” our analysis of literary form in 
terms of the reader-writer relationship had treated of rhetorical tactics 
mainly at the point where they overlap upon poetic (the “scheming” 
being that of the benign sort that fi gures when the writer lays traps for 
his reader, and in the course of doing so, matures his statement beyond 
the confi nes of the emotional bias that goaded him to expression).

There is perhaps a “paranoid” motive in any such study of devices. 
But insofar as association with any group less inclusive than all man-
kind likewise has dissociative, or segregational, aspects, and certainly 
insofar as our modern world is burning with the zeal of restricted com-
munities (the most intense being, of course, the nationalistic), there are 
plenty of realistic grounds for the contemplation of rhetorical devices 
in human relations (and for a concern with methods that will fi ll out 
the attitude).
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Above all, we believe, although the devices can be considered pretty 
much in isolation of one another, one should watch for the ways in 
which the artifi cer is goaded by the motives of hierarchy. For as we have 
said, the desire for “order” is rational, but a given order is a “ladder,” 
and the maintaining of a ladder of fi xed discriminations involves “injus-
tice,” which is irrational.

In keeping with this situation, many of the devices used by the great 
Rhetoric Trusts exploit the fact that the antagonists are not on an equal 
footing. Thus, obviously, the power to Say Anything is greatly weak-
ened in situations where an opponent can reply. (Many champions of 
national boastfulness seem to leave this consideration out of account, 
when they insist that our propaganda abroad be as rawly self-congrat-
ulatory as it is at home, and when they would commend the United 
States as a rightist paradise to a world in drastic need of political and 
economic reform.) The power of the Rhetoric Trusts, to build up either 
favorable or unfavorable animus towards a foreign power, depends 
mainly on their physical dominion over the communicative medium 
itself, as with press and radio chains, either private or governmental.

We can enjoy the rhetoric of private combat, on the other hand, 
because often the fi ght is between contestants who are relatively free in 
that they have equal opportunities. Particularly we admire a device 
when the victim of it sees it happening before his very eyes, sees his 
own position being methodically misrepresented, and though techni-
cally able to reply, is silenced purely by the dramatic skill of the device 
itself.

Thus, a friend said: “Once I went to a quite pretentious party on an 
evening when I was almost fantastically sleepy. After a few drinks, plus 
the smoke and heavy air, plus a brilliant conversationalist who told long 
anecdotes while I tried to keep him from wavering and appearing dou-
ble, I was almost in a trance. I decided to get near an open window, in 
hopes that fresh air might revive me. So I began making my way slowly 
toward it. Just as I neared a doorway into an adjoining room, the host-
ess appeared, trailing an imposing train, its length in about the same 
proportion to her body as the tail of a comet is to the head. I stepped 
back to let her pass—but at that same moment a bright young fellow, 
snappy, brand new, came briskly by, and stepped squarely on the long 
ceremonial item. The next instant, the train was lying on the fl oor, and 
the queenly lady was transformed into a very angry hen with its tail 
feathers plucked. It seems that the insignia of her dignity had been 
merely clamped on, so no great harm was done. But as I looked at the 
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suddenly denuded rear, as disillusioning as a stage set seen from behind, 
in my startled sleepiness I was about as horrifi ed as though the lady’s 
nude cul itself had suddenly popped forth. I was, I am sure, the very 
picture of horror—whereat, quick as a fl ash, the bright and briskly step-
ping one turned to me and said, reassuringly, ‘That’s all right, old man.’ 
And I saw by the hate and scorn in the great lady’s eyes, as they swept 
over me, that she thought I had stepped on the train. I moved away, 
speechless and befuddled.” Here was free and equal combat. Our hero 
had been outwitted by an adversary who had no special privileges as 
regards access to the medium of communication itself. Here was a 
model of fair and open fi ghting. It is what we admire in the social “cat-
fi ght,” at its best. A similar condition marks the rhetoric of Demos-
thenes and Cicero. For though it can be outrageous in its stating of an 
issue, the opponent has exactly the same opportunities, before the same 
audience. But with rhetoric under the domination of the Rhetoric 
Trusts, there is a fantastic inequality of the opportunities permitted the 
rival factions. To combat a popular prejudice is handicap enough. To do 
so while granted but a fraction of the same technical facilities is to swim 
against Niagara Falls.

We take the War of Words to be inevitable. Indeed, a project that 
looks “towards the purifi cation of war” should hope for not less of such 
battles, but many many more. It is only that grim disease of coopera-
tion, nationalistic “total war,” that must be outmoded, unless the 
human race itself is to become outmoded. War, in the sense of confl ict 
and competition, is synonymous with vitality. But the more of it there is 
in civilized forms, the less need of it there may be in those burlesques of 
primitive substance-thinking we fi nd in modern nationalism.

So much for the Theory of the Devices. Let us end piously, on an 
image. We propose to think of wrens, interrupting their song to scold; 
then in the very midst of scolding, they break into a new cascade of 
song. Would that all tempests could be tempests in a teapot. Would that 
all wars could be the turmoil of wrens. We would turn from the bronto-
saurian tramplings of the great Rhetoric Trusts, to a Cult of Wrens. We 
would think of the wrens, returning in the springtime:

The wrens are back.
Their liquid song, pouring across the lawn –
(Or, if the sunlight pours, the wren’s song glitters)
Up from the porch, into the bedroom where
It is the play of light across a pond,
Sounding as small waves look: new copper coins


